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Mulk Raj Anand’s ‘Untouchable’: A Research of Atrocities Against Dalits 

Dr. Divya Prajapati* 

Caste identity isn't simply a matter of consciousness; it's a matter of structure, of power. will the class dalit simply 

represent a perspective? will it simply be a standpoint? will or not it's reduced to a theoretical technique of 

intellectual and political inquiry, maybe communism, Post Structuralism, Feminism, or maybe Post Structuralist 

Feminism? it's a mode of understanding towards that associateybody will shoot for by victimisation sure tools? 

And what square measure the tools/ideas/texts that will alter a dalit perspective? will a dalit perspective be single 

from the expertise of being termed an untouchable? What will all this mean particularly once dalit doesn't seek 

advice from an even group? 1st, we want to grasp, if not outline, the term dalit. each common and tutorial usage 

of dalit has come back to operate as a correctness substitute for scheduled Caste, harijan, untouchable, Depressed 

categories and alternative archaic descriptive terms. Untouchability isn't a singular experience; what holds dalits 

along is that the structural undeniable fact that they need all been termed untouchable and subjected to exclusions 

of varied degrees, and their rejection of that identity. Dalit, thus, is said to identity, and at constant time is anti-

identity. Such logic, that seeks to divorce expertise from information formation, {can also|also will|can even|may 

also|may} be accustomed claim that non-dalits can manufacture dalit writing. 

Most Dalits still board extreme impoverishment, while not land or opportunities for higher employment or 

education. With the exception of a minority WHO have benefited from India’s policy of quotas in education and 

government jobs, Dalits square measure relegated to the foremost menial of tasks, as manual scavengers, 

removers of body waste and dead animals, animal skin staff, street sweepers, and cobblers. Illiteracy, state, 

poverty, and social subnormality of Dalits square measure the foundation causes for his or her subnormality. 

within the absence of a well-established tradition of historiography literature has been the sole reliable supply of 

Indian social history for ages. Towards the tip of the twentieth century a phrase was coined ordinarily named as 

Dalit Literature and with every passing day assumed quality of dimensions and directions with a bunch of writers 

rising on the literary scene to be the prophets of the therefore referred to as Dalit literature. The advocates of the 

suppressed were born within the African continent whether or not it's social policy or struggle for freedom for 

such issues were even a lot of outstanding in Indo-Anglican writings; and therefore the author to require to such 

writings and expose the gory round-faced, stony hearted monster of the society, having created too several taboos, 

target-hunting by associate ideology too cruel to survive in a very society is Mulk Raj Anand. 

 

*Assistant Professor, Sanskrit Pathshala Degree College, University of Lucknow, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh, India. 
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To Quote Abidi: Anand wished to jot down regarding the underdogs of society associated his choice of an 

untouchable boy because the hero of his novel is inside the boundary of his literary call. associate untouchable 

belongs to the lowest- dregs of humanity. The terribly alternative of theme could be a daring stroke of genius. to 

create a sweeper the hero of his novel was a revolutionary departure for associate Indian author of the Nineteen- 

thirties. 

Mulk Raj Anand has established a brand new kind of novel with Untouchable (1935) that articulates the abuses of 

associate exploited category through sheer sympathy within the traditionalist manner of the realist novel. He is, 

indeed, the “fiery voice” of these those who type the Untouchable caste. Anand's heroes square measure the 

down-trodden sweepers, coolies, the out of work coppersmiths, the debt-ridden farmers and poor easy troopers. 

impoverishment and sufferance is that the badge of their category. In his novels latrines, dirt, cuss-pools, poverty, 

beggary, harlotry and disease-everything is there, superbly expressed. He has expose basic social queries 

concerning gift day Indian society and has sought-after to awaken his countrymen to numerous injustices, 

prejudices, and irrationalities. He doesn't believe the principle of ‘Art’s for art’s sake’. On the opposite hand, like 

alternative progressive writers, believes within the dictum of ‘Art for the sake of humanity’. Anand’s fiction 

necessitates thought of Anand’s intentions, attitudes, and themes. 

Consider What Iyengar More Agues: 

Thus once Anand started writing fiction he set he would favor the acquainted to the invented, that he would avoid 

the highways of romance and class however explore the by-lane of the outcastes and therefore the peasants, the 

sepoys and therefore the operating folks. It was, however, no punishing exercise of self-conscious proletarianism. 

To Anand it absolutely was simply the simpler and a lot of natural way; he was himself of the social class, if 

you'll and he wrote in a very brisk unself-conscious approach regarding what he had seen at first-hand within the 

years of his childhood, childhood and youth.  

This provides glimmer regarding Anand’s mental mould, the power to watch and write while not prejudice and 

therefore the evolution of a natural concern towards whose combating the excesses of a superficial society whose 

wings flutter to intimidate the lesser mortals ostracized for the sake of private gratification. Anand criticizes the 

society around him in his novels as a result of it became the repository of his nausea against the tallness, little 

mindedness, and meanness of the folks. Having shared the thrill and sorrows of very cheap category, Anand 

detached himself, storing safely in his memory what he had notable and reworking it by the hearth of his soul. 

Anand I his numerous articles has given North American nation the outline of the incident, that is deeply frozen in 

his subconscious mind: 
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The cruelty of the God created order came home to Maine once Bakha, a sweeper boy brought Maine home 

contused within the head by associate accidental stone. My mother abused him for carrying Maine. Then she 

bathed Maine although i used to be injury. this tiny incident was to stay in my conscious- unconscious and have 

become a passion for justice against the previous fixtures of non-human discrimination against untouchables 

(Anand 5)  

This episode is dramatically used in Untouchable, the primary and therefore the most far-famed novel by Anand. 

The theme of the novel evolves from the matter of the disposal of human waste material. It explains not solely the 

lower strata of society however additionally the lowest scale of morality. It exposes the inhuman and unjust 

authority of caste Hindus over the untouchables. The organized Hindu faith has the construct of untouchability 

established in its class structure. The system of caste, supported the division of labor in its earliest days, 

degenerated presently into a system within which the Brahmins, the Kshtariyas, and therefore the Vaishyas looked 

down upon the lower castes and failed to like even to the touch the sweepers or to be touched by them. Manu, a 

codifier of the laws of organized Hindu faith, said: 

Chandals and sweepers ought to live outside the village, ought to use stuff pots rather than utensils, ought to have 

dogs and monkeys as their property, and will placed on garments come into being from the dead bodies. They 

ought to take their meals in separate pots and wear the ornaments of iron. they ought to move from place to put 

daily. One shouldn't talk over with them throughout non secular rites. Their landing and burrowing ought to be 

confined to their own community. One ought to provide them food through another person in broken pots. They 

ought to not move within the villages and cities throughout the night (Sharma 28)  

The novel opens with a relevance the introduction of the outcaste colony; its physical description and therefore 

the minor details to tell the reader at the terribly kickoff regarding the approach he would explode on such a 

difficult issue, the heap of the subaltern or say the plight of the lean and therefore the downtrodden. 

The outcaste colony was cluster of mud-walled homes that clustered along in 2 rows, beneath the shadow of each 

the city and camp, however outside their boundaries and separate, from them. There lived the scavengers, the 

animal skin staff, the ashermen, the barbers, the water carriers, the grass cutters, and alternative outcastes from the 

Hindu society. (Anand 1)  

This description brings to mind the photographic fidelity of however those victims of a lopsided system live. On 

the skirts of city or village, their existence could be a reminder of what they're, however they're discarded from 

the thought to measure as abandoned creatures. “At least therefore thought Bakha, a young man of eighteen, 

robust and fit , the son of Lakha, the jemadar of all the sweepers within the city and camp, and formally 

answerable of the 3 rows of public latrines that lined the acute finish of the colony, by a brook side”. (Anand 1)  
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Anand within the portrayal of Bakha attracts upon each minor detail to project the dreams and needs, the desires 

and urges of the downtrodden, WHO everyday builds footage that stands castellated at the tip of the day. however 

powerful associated ridiculous the existence of an outcaste is, may well be gauged from {the fact|the terribly 

fact|the actual fact} that his very commit to look totally different from his kindred borders on an inventive flight 

of fancy and highways to romance comes blinking down in ultimate realization that he's born to steer lifetime of 

humiliation musical organisation by the Babus of the society that will very little precious to rely on effecting any 

catharsis with relation to a downtrodden’s existence. Six thousand years of racial and sophistication superiority 

will live up to to tame into timidity the meek resistance, and may induce associate unbeatable complicated into the 

psyche of a battered creature like Bakha. several boots damaged over him, umteen abuses perforate through his 

tender and sensitive heart and coerced into submissiveness with none grudge. Anand goes deep into the soul of a 

flyblown individual WHO doesn't look on the far side the lifetime of broom and basket. Castigated for imitating 

designs and condemned for attempting to boost head on top of the permissible heights. The wanton heroic tale of 

Bakha is that the results of the brazen Manuvadi mentality created to torment the existence of the low-born. 

however sensitive associate creator Anand is, will be accomplished when one has fastidiously printed what he 

meant by making a personality like Bakha WHO not solely a indigent, however additionally the butt of ridicule of 

all and therefore the sundry. The traumatized, scornful, and unkind social conduct towards a fellow national is 

that the stigma, a true blot on the shiny however hollow face of a ruthless society.  

Bakha could be a illustration not of clean facts related to Dalit expertise, however a sordid projection of associate 

evil, of a stigma, and of the intensiveness the bias is fraught with. it's to the credit of Anand that he creates 

splendid pictures of squalidness, dirt, and filth with splendid indifference. The understanding of such a social 

squalidness reflects Anand’s proximity towards those discarded disdainfully by the insincere nature of the human 

conduct. contemplate Iyengar’s opinion during this regard: “There is not any doubt that he has drawn upon what 

he had seen and detected as a boy, for there's a photographic fidelity regarding the image that convinces right 

away, although it additionally overwhelms North American nation by its accumulative intensiveness and force of 

detail”. (vii)  

Anand provides a glimpse of the angle of the higher Hindu caste folks towards the sweeper boy happiness to very 

cheap of the lower caste. at some point whereas walking on the market street Bakha forgets to decision out and 

accidently touches a Hindu, he receives several abuses and slapping from the person whom he was impure. once 

more seeing a boy contused in a very hockey, Bakha brings him to his house, rather than obtaining praises and 

appreciation, he's maltreated and debarred however is additionally charged with defiling the contused boy. Even 

the betel-leaf merchant, from whom Bakha buys cigarettes, flings the packet at the untouchable “as a butcher may 

throw a bone to associate insistent dog sniffing around the corner of his shop” (Anand 30) it's a symbolic of the 

injustice and tyranny perpetrated by the higher caste folks normally on the unfortunate category of individuals of 

the country. The novel reflects the sufferings and trauma of a sweeper boy Bakha WHO cleans the dirt of class 
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and higher caste folks and since of his job, he's rejected, neglected and humiliated as an individual's being by the 

category acutely aware Hindus.  

The story of Bakha represents the miseries and humiliation of all “the roofless and emphasizes the pernicious 

effects of discrimination, deprivation and a sort of denaturalization of ethical and alternative cherishable values of 

a civilized society”. (Paul 18) Bakha as a universal representative of all untouchables has been abused on his face 

by associate upper-caste Hindu for polluting him by his bit. This clap on Bakha’s face, continues Anand, is 

symbolic of the insult as in Dostoevsky’s affronted and contused. however it's the clap on Bakha’s face that at 

once awakens in him the reality of the ill-being of his demeaning and loathly existence as a sweeper: “For them 

i'm a sweeper, sweeper- Untouchable! Untouchable! That’s the word! Untouchable! i'm associate Untouchable!” 

(Anand 52) The psychoanalytic quality of Bakha’s dream solely parodies the western discourse on equality, 

liberty, and justice. The extent to that Bakha’s innocence has been profaned by social and spiritual philosophical 

doctrine between extravagantly clears by the ironic enslavement of his desire: all that Bakha dreams is to become 

a man or a European. Anand’s treacherous irony here exposes colonial-imperialist methods of doubly colonizing 

the Bakha varieties. Bakha is aware of that he's born into a family of sweepers, however he's unable to understand 

the knotty downside of untouchability. The forceful implications of the psychoanalyst concepts of concern, 

estrangement, and Oedipal impulse square measure provably jellied within the figure of speech of the 

untouchable. 

According to academic Naik, “the central theme of untouchable is that the age previous injustice perpetrated by 

ancient Hindu society upon a full category of individuals inside its fold”. (Naik 21) Anand’s major concern 

revolves around human and human rights. He believes that art and literature square measure instruments of 

humanism. In Apology for Humanism, he sates his position as a humanist: “The humanism that I like doesn't rest 

on a Divine Sanction…but puts its religion within the artistic imagination of man, in his capability to rework 

himself, within the tireless mental and physical energy with that he will, typically within the face of nice odds, 

raise himself to tremendous heights of dignity and redeem the globe from its misery and pain…” (Anand 13) 

Anand’s projection of crimes against activities Dalits don't stay the factor of past. Even when independence, such 

atrocities will be found in numerous areas. although folks square measure educated currently and may decolonise 

their own discriminated minds however prevailing hierarchal there foreciety prevents them from doing so. 

Rajasthan has emerged because the state with the very best incidence of registered atrocities against Dalits across 

the country. the newest knowledge from the ministry of social justice and direction show that 5 states – Uttar 

Pradesh, Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh, Bihar and Madhya Pradesh – account for around seventieth of registered 

atrocities against Dalits in India. SCs account for anyplace between V-J Day and twenty second of the whole 

population in these states. Liberal education and world exposure have created a number of the beneficiaries of the 
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class structure, notably the upper-castes, disunite themselves from their caste affiliations. however discrimination 

persists, preventing special laws to safeguard SCs from being simpler. 

In recent years, civil society organizations have projected several amendments to the special laws relating to caste 

discrimination, that ought to be desperately incorporated to enhance their effectiveness. Moreover, the police and 

judiciary ought to be hypersensitised to caste discrimination and created a lot of in command of their handling of 

caste-based crimes against SCs. Above all, people who oppress SCs ought to be inspired to reframe the premise of 

social relations. 

***** 


